ACP CONFERENCE FEEDBACK 2016
 Good conference - all the information given that we need.
 Great to feel informed and involved.
 I appreciated how organised Miss Parker was. Getting advice about subjects for next year was
helpful, as well as explaining NCEA.
 It can be done during teacher/parent interviews.
 Great but a little late for my boy (Y13). Career goals need to start at Y9.
 Very helpful.
 I think it was great because it helps you towards your careers path and guides you towards your
future.
 I felt good about my ACP interview because I got good comments about what I am good at.
 Very informative, love the approach. Has Anahera down to a tee. Hopefully Anahera will take
all things on board and power through as usual.
 Felt more confident talking to the teachers and more open to them about how my learning is.
 Found this to be highly informative and very valuable.
 I’ve found the ACP conference to be very helpful and also mind opening to show my goals for
NCEA Level 1 opportunities.
 I found this conference very helpful. And making connections is awesome.
 Excellent talk and information. I learned a lot about my child’s progress and needs.
 It was good that the teachers showed how we are doing at school and explained about our
pathways. Tumeke!
 Better than parent/teacher interviews – more time to discuss than hurried along. Prefer to
discuss the future steps than look back at reports. Appreciate explanation of NCEA and advice
for my child’s plan for externals, next year goals and career thoughts.
 I really appreciated this meeting. I was well informed and I now can keep my girls on track.
 The ACP Conference is a helpful meeting to discuss options after school. The ACP teacher
could attend the event.
 This conference was really nice and welcoming and was really professional.
 This is a great process, enjoyed hearing about what is good and need to work harder.
 All good thanks.
 Positive. Miss Ashton provided great information and wisdom and pathways.
 Awesome meeting and very informative.
 Very informative. Teachers gave me a very clear understanding of where my child is at with his
studies.
 I liked how it showed me where I was and what I needed to work on. I don’t know; maybe have
these meetings earlier in the year ‘cause parents who don’t know how their child’s going they
can already be falling behind.
 Thank you very much it was very informative.
 Really enjoyed it. Best parent teacher interview I have had out of all of mine.
 It was really nice having the teacher explain everything to my parent(s). Gave me a boost that I
am on track in school. Thank you! Improvements: I’m not too sure.
 It made me more confident about how I was doing. Helped set out my credits. No food.
 Thank you. First for me and I recommend frequent. Enjoyed the listening to teachers helping
my daughter. Opening more doors of thinking. Thank you.
 Thank you very much for this opportunity. I feel we have a clear direction to focus on.
 Arranging meeting times was great.
background talking. No privacy.
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Meeting venue = it was difficult to hear as lots of

